Mick Hitz

Bill Hitz, 67, recently retired scientist. I do volunteer work for a few things these days
and Hospice is one of the organizations that we support. Most of us have been touched
by Hospice in some way. In our case help in the passing of mothers; mine, my wife
Ginny’s and of our daughter-in-law, Andie's.

Ben Parsons, 30, bike mechanic
I joined the team because I love to do new, challenging, exciting things, and if it's for a
good cause, that's all the better.
My grandmother spent two stints in hospice after her second stroke and a bone cancer
diagnosis. She eventually passed at home, but hospice was a godsend for my grandfather,
who spent the next decade volunteering for them.

Mike Horan

Lisa Sexton, 39, RN (currently not working)
I am volunteering to help My husband Chuck pursue his dream
We used hospice with my grandmother in her later stages of Alzheimers. They were
amazing with her and with my mom, who was the one that visited, and was with her most
often.

Mike Lumley, 60, Sales
I volunteered because of Hospice, for the adventure and because I am an avid cyclist.
My college sweet heart and wife of 34 years, Holly Lumley, passed away 2/6/14 and
peacefully spent her last few days at Hospice in Greensboro. There is no better caring
organization and my family will be forever grateful for the dignity, understanding and
kindness shown while in their care!

Erin Lindsey

Deandra Marinova: 28, LMBT, CPMT- Massage Therapist http://www.greensboromassage.com/who-we-are
I am volunteering in memory of my Grandfather George Anderson, who because of
hospice, was allowed to pass peacefully with his family by his side and a smile on his
face. I am also dedicating my time with the team to all of the families and children I have
worked with as a pediatric massage therapist, who are either in hospice care or have
passed.

Ricardo Douglas: 24, Graduate of Guilford College 2014 (B.S in Exercise Science),
Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist and current massage therapy student. I
was recommended by one of my instructors from massage school to the event. She
couldn't attend and gave me the opportunity. I have completely enjoyed school and the
massage practice, so far, and jumped at the opportunity. I'd love to combine athletics,

health, fitness and massage together and thought this would be a great experience to learn
from others and get practice as well as see parts of the country I've never seen.
This is my first experience with Hospice. I'm excited about it.

Rob Balkind, 45, Acupuncturist & Massage Therapist
I think that it will be an amazing experience and an opportunity to help a great cause.
Hospice helped when my father-in-law during his last days.

